Philatelic Estate
Disposition for the Novice
by “Napoleon”*

I

n late 2008, a terminally ill fellow collector asked if I would assist his family in disposing
of his stamp collection. The total catalogue value, discounted for condition, was in excess
of $100,000. I agreed, even though I never had been involved in breaking up a collection
this large. My function was to help the family make knowledgeable decisions about the best
disposition of the collector’s philatelic estate. No legal advice was needed from me, which is
convenient as I am not a lawyer.
Many of the activities mentioned below probably would be the same for any collection
with a similarly condition-adjusted value of $50,000 or more. The upper limit might be a collection valuable enough to be featured by a major auction house, although even then most of
the same steps would be needed.
Every estate situation is unique, but many of the steps would be the same. Feel free to
ignore ones that don’t apply to your collection.
The inventory was the most time-consuming step. It took several hours a week for about
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three months. But looking at stamps and covers,
and studying them for cataloguing, is almost always fun and was this time!
During this process, the family retained possession of all parts of the collection except what
I was actively working on. When practical, the
inventory was done at a family member’s home.
This provided ongoing contact with family members and avoided custody concerns related to insurance coverage. By design, I only took home
low-value parts of the collection — although
there were some surprisingly high catalogue values in material taken off-site.

Security and Other Assistance

Under the “Services” tab on the APS website (www.stamps.org), click on
“Estate Advice.” You will find valuable information on what to do if you inherit
a collection and how to plan your philatelic estate. In addition, there is an
interesting article entitled “Case Files from an Estate Advisor” by Scott Troutman.

Control of the Collection. The collector was
an exhibitor with multiple exhibits that had won
Golds and better at World Series of Philately
shows. The steps we took relative to the exhibits also might apply to the collection of a philatelic writer.
Throughout the process the family remained responsible for
and in control of the collection. A concern of mine was having the collection in a family house for an extended period.
The family eventually rented space in a bank vault for the
major items. This was not easy to do. There were few local
banks with safety deposit boxes large enough for the threering binders that held the exhibits. Eventually such a safety
deposit box was found.
Member Societies. The collector belonged to multiple
specialized societies. All had websites accessible via the
“Stamp Collecting” tab on the APS home page. E-mails were
sent to these societies informing them of the death. All replied with expressions of sympathy and offers of help. All
also eventually expressed polite interest in knowing what
was planned, relative to the collection. All of the societies involved accepted that all contact would be made through me.
The reciprocal commitment was that I would let them know
as soon as the family made decisions on parts of the collection. By having me as the sole contact with the societies, the
family was able to grieve in peace.
Fellow Collectors. As the collector and I belonged to the
same local stamp club and had overlapping collecting backgrounds, I was aware of several fellow collectors who would
like to be informed of his death. All who had e-mail received
notes about the death, which both oriented them toward me
as a contact and informed them in a timely fashion. This
helped to insulate the family from offers from collectors for
parts of the exhibits before the family had a chance to decide
if they wanted to sell them.
Advisors. I also ran interference for the family with the
inevitable contacts from those who had learned of the collector’s death and wanted to make money from advising the

family about what to do with the philatelic estate. One such
individual wrote to the family claiming he was aware of the
collection and death and would be glad to serve as an advisor. The gentleman’s name was unfamiliar to me. I wrote
back, thanking him for his offer and asking for details of his
knowledge of the collection. As expected, that soon ended
the correspondence! He probably saw the death notice in a
philatelic publication and so knew about a stamp collection
that might be available, although he didn’t know any details
about the collection itself.

Archiving
The first priority was to archive the major exhibits. This
was done by scanning each page, then burning CDs for the
family, for ExpoNet, and for the APS Library. ExpoNet is a
website located at www.japhila.cz/hof/exponet_menu.htm.
It was a logical choice for a free Internet display of the exhibits as each had won Golds at World Series of Philately shows.
(ExpoNet has some quality restrictions on what exhibits will
be accepted.) The APS library (American Philatelic Research
Library, APRL) archives exhibits both on CDs and as paper
copies. (Paper copies are preferred in color, but black and
white is acceptable.) As CDs were needed for ExpoNet and
the family, duplicate CDs were given to APRL.
Both ExpoNet and APRL are solutions to the oft-expressed regret about the knowledge lost when exhibits are

The first priority was to archive the major
exhibits. This was done by scanning each
page, then burning CDs for the family, for
ExpoNet, and for the APS Library.
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The inventory included information on
where each item was located — such as
which album, which binder, which box, etc.
This made it easier for family members to
know which parts of the collection needed
careful handling and which did not.
broken up. The family actively concurred with the archiving
recommendations. The archiving was done before the exhibits were moved to the bank vault, so both ExpoNet and
APRL were given the material to list under a pseudonym
provided by the family. Had the actual mailings to ExpoNet
and APRL taken place a year or more after the collector’s
death, the material might have been listed under the collector’s name. The family still has the option of asking both
ExpoNet and APRL to change the listing, now that enough
time has passed to lead potential thieves to realize the collection has been moved.

APS Estate Service
The collector was a member of the American Philatelic
Society, so an early notification was sent to APS, especially
as the end of the membership year was fast approaching.
Knowing of the APS estate service, and realizing that it could
be a valuable resource, I wanted to find out how the family
could avail itself of this service.
As I learned, a family can apply for assistance for up to a
year after a member’s death. I explained to the family what

No Instructions; A Cautionary Tale
The following is a modestly edited response of a fellow stamp collector after reading an e-mail on the estate
resolution process I had undertaken:
After reading this story I can see why so many
families end up giving the collections away or storing
them away and not dealing with them.
Did I ever tell you about my Mum’s school friend?
The friend’s dad was a pretty advanced collector of US
and British Commonwealth. From what I gather most
of the “good stuff ” went to a second-hand dealer who
got it for a pittance while the friend burned most of
what was left in the burning barrel in the back yard.
My mum rescued a couple of boxes and gave them to
me, and from that sample I’m guessing that the friend
burned more than a few hundred dollar bills that day.
But she wasn’t interested and looked at the stamps and
covers as old junk, and her dad didn’t leave her any
instructions as to what to do.
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benefits they would get from the service, all provided at no
cost. With the agreement of the family, I then contacted the
APS and was given the names of three APS member-volunteers who provided estate service in the local area. I and other local club members reviewed the names, ranked the three
in order of suitability for the collection involved, and gave
the family the rankings. When the family made a decision, I
contacted the volunteer and requested his help, giving him
contact information for myself and for the primary family
representative.
The APS representative was knowledgeable, friendly, and
helpful. He and another local dealer were great assets in deciding how to price some unusual items and how to discount
“damaged” material. Much of the detail in the Value and Inventory section below came from these two individuals. The
APS volunteer gave suggestions about what was and was not
worth concern and about options available for disposal of
the collection. Throughout, he made it appropriately clear
that the decisions needed to be made by the family and that
any eventual actions needed to be taken by family members.
The inventory was completed by the time the family’s
estate lawyer explained that he needed an appraisal of the
collection for tax purposes. Formal appraisals are not a free
part of the estate service, but when the family asked for
suggested appraisers, the APS estate service volunteer was
a logical suggestion. He was asked and agreed, for a rather
reasonable fee. He sat down at a family member’s home to
which the major items had been brought. I sat with him to
answer questions as he went through my inventory. In less
than eight hours he had completed his notes, from which he
then worked up his formal report.
When the appraiser finished his on-site review, he asked
what I thought the family should expect a dealer to offer. My
response was a figure at 20 percent of the inventory total.
He then revealed that he had come up with a figure equal
to 22–22.5 percent of the inventory total. [Note: The inventory was only of items with a Scott Catalogue value of $10
or more and discounted heavily (90% or more) for items in
poor condition.]
When the family had made their decisions on what to
keep and what to sell, the APS representative made specific
recommendations about whom to contact to get offers. Such
decisions, in large part, have to be related to the location of a
collection and won’t be covered here.

Value and Inventory
For the collection involved, an initial inventory was created of all material with a Scott Catalogue value of $10 or
more.1 Any material that was torn, thin, stained, heavily canceled, regummed, missing gum, missing perforations, badly
centered, had very narrow margins, or had a straight edge (if
a perforated stamp) was discounted by 90 percent or more,
depending on the defect. The final inventory was only of ma-

terial that either was in good condition or that had
Translating Catalogue Value into Cash
a $10 or more value after discounting for condition.
All the items in the collection were given at least
It is important for owner/heirs to recognize the fact that the
a casual glance. Only those that looked like they
average collection will bring cash-in-hand (condition-adjusted
value of the material) equal to perhaps 20% of the unadjusted
might catalogue $10 or more were catalogued. This
catalogue value of the collection. Let’s take a collection with a
meant that well over 90 percent of the collection
Scott value of $250,000 for all items, with no adjustment for conwas not catalogued, considerably reducing the time
dition. Let’s assume that the condition adjustment cuts that down
needed for the inventory.
to $200,000, and let’s further assume that the $10-and-up items
The inventory included information on where
total, after adjustment for condition, is $175,000. Twenty percent
each item was located — such as which album,
of that is $35,000 — in effect, a “loss” of $215,000 from what the
which binder, which box, etc. This made it easier
novice might expect based on a first look at catalogue values.
for family members to know which parts of the collection needed careful handling and which did not.
Until the family knew what value was assessed for
with their lives and with honoring the collector by making a
the various parts of the collection, they were unhistory and stamp video based on his major exhibits.
able to make intelligent decisions on what to do with each
part. The decision process, incidentally, took about fifteen
Endnote
months. The inventory also made it easier for the appraiser
A useful article on stamp pricing is archived on the
to find important items needing his review.
APS Chapter Activities Committee website at: http://www.
Concurrent with preparing the inventory, I helped guide
stamps.org/CAC/artg002.htm. The article is more than a dethe family’s efforts to cut off bulk mail (such as auction catacade old, but the concepts remain valid. Pay particular attenlogues) and expenses (e.g., U.N. new issue subscription and
tion to Sections IIA and III.
dues in various philatelic societies). Curtailing these philatelic expenses involved helping the family decide which
he Author
memberships should be continued and why. An example of a
“Napoleon”* is the pen name of a frequent contributor
continued membership was the APS, via the collector’s wife,
to The Canadian Philatelist and an occasional contributor to
in order to maintain the APS insurance policy.
the APS Chapter Activities Committee article archives who

T

As of Today
The family now has decided to keep
the exhibits and use them as the basis of
a video for television presentation and
possible educational use in schools. The
rest of the collection will be offered to an
auction house within driving distance for
sale or consignment. The auction house
was recommended by the APS estate service volunteer, and I fully agreed.
My current activity is to notify ExpoNet and the relevant specialist societies of
the family’s decision and to give each of
them the designated family contact, get
phone and/or e-mail contact information
at the auction house for the family, and
be available for the family if other questions arise. The auction house step may
not maximize the return to the family,
but the process has been wearing on the
members. They have had to find space to
store the collection safely, have had ongoing worry about possible damage, and
have had to make decisions about what
to do with each part. They want to get on

prefers, for security reasons, to remain anonymous.

We Are Here
To Help
Estate Advise Service for heirs of APS Members

To receive the “Planning Your Philatelic Estate” brochure,
Write: APS, 100 Match Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA 16823
Call: 814-933-3803 • Fax: 814-933-6128
E-mail: info@stamps.org • Online: www.stamps.org/Estate-Advice

Looking for a dealer? Visit www.stamps.org/Dealers
Find a dealer in your area or one who offers the service your need.
There are more than 650 APS members who have registered
with the Society as full or part-time dealers.

Is your collection protected?

The APS Stamp Insurance Plan and Hugh Wood Inc. bring members
the best insurance plan ever offered to stamp collectors.
Great Coverage • Competitive Rates • Outstanding Service
www.stamps.org/Insurance
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